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For crop type (as opposed to crop / non crop) mapping, 
photo-interpretation is hard / impossible so better 
leveraging (very) small datasets becomes more important
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There is plentiful global data to learn from
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The CropHarvest dataset

https://github.com/nasaharvest/cropharvest
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GeoWiki

https://github.com/nasaharvest/cropharvest


The labels are coupled to remote sensing products

Each label has the following inputs per month, for 12 months:

B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B8A B9 B11 B12 VV VH preci
p

temp eleva
tion

topog
raphy

NDVI

Sentinel 2 L1C: Take the 
least cloudy pixel over the 30 
day window

Sentinel 1: Take the median of 
available images (and the 
closest available one if none is)

ERA5 monthly means

SRTM DEM
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This data is very heterogenous

GFSAD: https://www.croplands.org/app/data/search 8

https://www.croplands.org/app/data/search


Meta-learning optimizes for many different tasks, instead 
of a single task

Optimum for 
task 3

9
Finn, Chelsea, Pieter Abbeel, and Sergey Levine. "Model-agnostic meta-learning for fast adaptation of deep networks." International 
conference on machine learning. PMLR, 2017.
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This allows us to take advantage of all the information in 
the labels, even if they are specific to a region

Kenya task, with groundnut class

India task, with “peanuts or groundnuts” 
class 
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We define two types of tasks to train the model
All tasks have spatial delinatations drawn using bounding boxes for countries
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We define two types of tasks to train the model

Crop vs. non crop 
tasks

Land use type vs. rest 
tasks

All tasks have spatial delinatations drawn using bounding boxes for countries

Negative examples are 
constructed from the other 
crop type labels, and the 
non-crop labels.

Also includes specific land 
uses, such as “Cerrado” - 
natural grassland in Brazil. 
Since this is non-crop, 
negative examples are 
constructed from crop 
labels.

All data points have a crop / 
non crop label. All data 
points within a country’s 
bounding box are included.
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There is additional information about the tasks we might 
want to pass to the model

Geographic clustering
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How can we pass this information to the model? 
Task information: Location 

and crop classification 
encoding

x1 x2 x3 Crop classification encoding

A 3D representation of latitude and longitude 
so that distance is respected (i.e. 
longitude=180 is close to longitude=-180 in 
this input space)

A one hot encoding (for crop type) describing 
the major crop type (or non crop) being 
classified. In the case of crop vs. non crop, all 
crop encoding values are equal to 1/n.

https://stats-class.fao.uniroma2.it/caliper/classification-page/43 
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Task information: 
Location and crop 

classification encoding

Task Encoder

Gamma 
embeddingGamma 
embeddingGamma 

embedding

Gamma 
embeddingGamma 
embeddingBeta 

embedding

Hidden vector
*

Gamma embedding
+

Beta embedding

Classifier

Satellite input data

Predictions

Task aware meta-learning communicates this task vector 
to the MAML model
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Task information: 
Location and crop 

classification encoding

Task Encoder

Classifier

Satellite input 
data

Predictions
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Classifier

Satellite input 
data

Predictions
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Task informed meta-learning

LSTM

x0

LSTM

x1

LSTM

xT

hT

Linear 
Classifier

p

Task information: Location 
and crop classification 

encoding

MLP

Gamma 
embeddingGamma 

embeddingGamma 
embedding

Gamma 
embeddingGamma 

embeddingBeta embedding

hT

Linear Layer i

*
Gamma embedding

+
Beta embedding

One embedding per layer in the classifier
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Task informed meta-learning

LSTM
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Task information: Location 
and crop classification 

encoding

MLP
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embeddingGamma 

embeddingGamma 
embedding
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embeddingGamma 

embeddingBeta embedding

x
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*
Gamma embedding

+
Beta embedding

One embedding per layer in the classifier
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Forgetfulness consists of removing tasks the model has 
memorized

Crop vs. non crop 
tasks

Land use type vs. rest 
tasks

Negative examples are 
constructed from the other 
crop type labels, and the 
non-crop labels.

Also includes specific land 
uses, such as “Cerrado” - 
natural grassland in Brazil. 
Since this is non-crop, 
negative examples are 
constructed from crop 
labels.

All data points have a crop / 
non crop label. All data 
points within a country’s 
bounding box are included.
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We benchmark this algorithm against a number of others

● MAML: Normal MAML without the task information 
● Pretrained: Pretrain the model on crop / non crop with all datapoints, and 

finetune on the test task
● Random: Start with random weights, and finetune on the test tasks
● And a Random Forest
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We benchmark this algorithm against a number of others

● MAML: Normal MAML without the task information 
● Pretrained: Pretrain the model on crop / non crop with all datapoints, and 

finetune on the test task
● Random: Start with random weights, and finetune on the test tasks
● And a Random Forest

And ablations:

● No forgetfulness
● No encoder
● No task information or encoder
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We use 3 test-tasks which evaluate the model in a variety 
of regimes

Togo crop vs. non crop.

1,319 training samples with a 
randomly sampled test set of 350 
points labelled by 4 labellers

Kenya maize vs. rest

Evaluated using polygons, with 
266 positive datapoints and 1075 
negative datapoints.

Used 17 positive polygons for 
testing

Brazil coffee vs. rest

Evaluated using polygons, with 21 
positive datapoints and 206 
negative points.

Used 18 positive polygons used 
for testing. 27



Headline results: TIML performs best across all 3 tasks
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Headline results: TIML performs best across all 3 tasks
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Transfer learning isn’t guaranteed to help!
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Transfer learning isn’t guaranteed to help!
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Forgetfulness especially helps in Brazil
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TIML improves model performance across a range of 
finetuning dataset sizes
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TIML applies elsewhere too: yield estimation (regression)
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You, J., Li, X., Low, M., Lobell, D., and Ermon, S. Deep Gaussian process for crop yield prediction based on remote sensing data. Proceedings of the AAAI Conference on Artificial Intelligence, 2017



Overall, TIML performs well in this regime too 
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We rerun the GP models, since the MODIS data has 
incremented versions
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TIML is the best performing algorithm for each architecture
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TIML does well even when MAML performs poorly
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In conclusion:

- We introduce Task-Informed Meta-Learning, an algorithm which:
- Encodes task information to inform meta-learning algorithms
- Uses forgetfulness to boost performance in rare tasks

- We introduce CropHarvest, an aggregate dataset of agricultural land cover 
coupled with remote sensing data

- We demonstrate the applicability of TIML on crop classification and yield 
estimation, on a variety of model architectures
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Code and models available on github

https://github.com/nasaharvest/timl

https://github.com/nasaharvest/cropharvest 
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